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Abstract
A path reversal is performed in a rooted tree when a node becomes the root of all the nodes
along the path from it to the former root. This algorithm on trees is presented as a transition
system speci.ed by induction over a convenient view of the tree structure. When each tree
node is assigned a .xed weight representing its relative probability to move to the root, the
transition system de.nes a .nite Markov chain. This paper presents some of its asymptotic
properties. A closed formula for the stationary distribution and a tight upper bound for the
average computational complexity of path reversal are also given as new results.
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1. Introduction
Coming from graph theory, with the addition of one distinguished vertex called the
root, trees are common in computer science. As data structures, they often lead to
e8cient algorithms. For instance, they organize data in directories within operating
systems and they structure classes in object oriented design. Algorithms handling trees
can be divided in two classes. Those from the .rst add and remove nodes and those
from the second only change the tree structure for a .xed set of nodes. This paper
studies a basic algorithm of the second kind that appears independently in many areas
of computer science.
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Fig. 1. Path reversal at node xk .
Path reversal was .rst presented as a kind of path compression providing an e8cient
solution to maintain disjoint sets under union [3,11]. Path reversal also inspired an
e8cient distributed mutual exclusion algorithm [1,10] which can perform a mutually
exclusive access to a shared resource. In its non-concurrent version, the algorithm
appears to be a path reversal over a logical tree structure between requirers. In this
applicative framework, the average number of messages per request is signi.cant. This
average cost has been proven [5,6] to be harmonic in the case of equiprobably requiring
devices and has been conjectured to be lower in the more general non-equiprobalistic
case [9]. This conjecture is solved in this paper as a consequence of a general study
of the stationary properties of path reversal.
The path reversal initiated by node xk in a tree t modi.es the tree by making each
node on the path from the parent of xk to the root x1 become a child of xk . This
operation is illustrated by Fig. 1, where the triangles s1; : : : ; sk denote subtrees with
respective root x1; : : : ; xk .
The cost of a single operation can be de.ned by (or closely related to) the number of
oriented edges that it moves. When a sequence of m consecutive reversals is performed
on an arbitrary initial tree with n nodes, a worst-case complexity can be de.ned as the
maximal cost for such sequences. This transient analysis has been carried out in [3].
The main focus here is on the asymptotic complexity in the average case, that
reDects the algorithm behavior over the long-run. The idea of an average behavior
makes sense when each node is assigned an arbitrary probability to induce a reversal.
The distribution of node probabilities turns the path reversal into a Markov chain. In
the equiprobalistic case (when nodes do not need to be distinguished since each one
induces reversals with the same probability), it has been proven by diEerent means [5,6]
that the algorithm requires only Hn−1 edge moves on average (order of log n), in the
mutual exclusion context where the tree size n is also the number of competitive
requirers.
This paper studies the general stochastic case where the equiprobability hypothesis is
relaxed, with the aim of learning more about the limiting properties of a large number
of consecutive reversals. Since probabilities to reverse are only related to nodes (not
to their location in the trees), rooted trees where all the nodes are distinguished by
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a diEerent number, called their label, are needed. These labeled trees are de.ned in
Section 2 as algebraic structures that provide a compact description of path reversal as a
transition system in Section 3. Probabilities are introduced in Section 4 for a stochastic
version of path reversal. Asymptotic properties are stated in Section 5. The stationary
state distribution is one of the new results derived in this paper. In Section 6.1 the
average-case asymptotic complexity is de.ned and an inductive de.nition is given for
its computation for any tree size n. This de.nition is used in Section 6.4 to get a tight
bound for this complexity. Finally, Section 6.5 interprets these results in the original
context of mutual exclusion.
2. Rooted trees
This section de.nes the data structure handled by the operation of path reversal.
These oriented trees [4, p. 306] are called here rooted trees, since the rooting action
that distinguishes one vertex in a graph-theoretic tree uniquely determines an orientation
of all the tree edges.
A rooted tree is inductively de.ned as a non-empty set of nodes with one distin-
guished node called the root and a possibly empty set of direct subtrees that are rooted
trees partitioning the remaining nodes.
From this de.nition, two rooted trees that only diEer by the ordering of their subtrees
are considered to be identical. There are two reasons for the choice of such unordered
trees. The .rst is that unordered trees directly represent the structures of the algorithms
that use path reversal. In the union-.nd problem [8] they represent disjoint sets. In
the mutual exclusion context [10] they represent a logical structure that has no spatial
meaning. The second reason is an aesthetic one: this choice leads to more attractive
and simpler proofs than the well-known inductive structure of planar (ordered) trees.
A node in a rooted tree t is either the root of t or a node of a direct subtree of t.
A subtree in an abstract rooted tree t is either the tree t itself or a subtree in a direct
subtree of t.
2.1. Notations
Let RT denote the set of rooted trees. For every tree t in RT, let r(t), c(t), n(t) and
s(t), respectively, denote the root, the direct subtree set, the node set and the subtree
set of t. t= [r; c] can be written to say that t is the tree rooted at r and with the set c
of direct subtrees. In short, the relation u∈ s(t) is denoted u⊆ t. For every s in c(t),
let t− s denote [r(t); c(t)−{s}] and, for every s in RT, let s=t denote [r(t); c(t)∪{s}].
Using these notations, the following is always obtained:
n(t) = {r(t)} ∪ ⋃
u∈c(t)
n(u); s(t) = {t} ∪ ⋃
u∈c(t)
s(u) (1)
with
⋃
u∈∅ = ∅,
r(s=t) = r(t); c(s=t) = {s} ∪ c(t) (2)
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with c([r; ∅])= ∅ and
n(s=t) = n(s) ∪ n(t); s(s=t) = {s=t} ∪ s(s) ∪ s(t)− {t} (3)
with n([r; ∅])= {r} and s([r; ∅])= {[r; ∅]}.
2.2. Node labeling
In all that follows, a label set L is a non-empty .nite subset of N − {0} and |L|
denotes the size of L, de.ned as its number of elements.
Let n be a positive integer and L be a label set with |L|= n integers.
Denition 1. An L-labeled rooted tree is a rooted tree t with |L| nodes and a bijection
between the node set n(t) of t and the label set L.
The set of L-labeled rooted trees is denoted A(L). The set of all the {1; : : : ; n}-labeled
rooted trees is denoted An. Let A denote the disjoint union of A(L) for L ranking over
the non-empty .nite subsets of N− {0}:
A =
⋃
L⊂N−{0};L .nite; L =∅
A(L): (4)
For notational convenience, each node is identi.ed with its node label and the labeled
rooted trees of size 1 are identi.ed with their root label. Thus, for every integer i∈L
and every tree t ∈A(L), i∈ n(t) or i∈ t can be written. Node sets are also identi.ed
with their corresponding label sets. Thus, for every labeled tree t in A, t ∈A(n(t)) can
be written.
When S and T are disjoint label sets, two labeled rooted trees s∈A(S) and t ∈A(T )
can be composed to form the labeled rooted tree s=t ∈A(S ∪T ). This obvious compo-
sition rule provides an inductive de.nition of A(L) using the subsets of L, that will be
made explicit later in this paper.
3. The path reversal algorithm
The path reversal algorithm (PRA) can be de.ned as an operation over labeled
rooted trees. Since labels are statically linked to nodes, it is su8cient to describe this
algorithm over rooted trees: each label simply follows its moving node. Furthermore,
it serves no purpose to indicate which node induces the reversal, since it becomes the
root in the resulting tree.
In this section the path reversal algorithm is described as a transition system whose
states are rooted trees. A transition system S =(Q; R) consists of a set Q of states and
of a binary relation R⊆Q×Q, called the transition relation. Transition systems can
represent indeterministic algorithms, (q; q′)∈R meaning that one goes from state q to
state q′ in one algorithmic step.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of (t; t′)∈  with (u; u′)∈ .
For the PRA, the transition relation translates the indeterministic choice of the next
reversing node. This relation accepts a simple inductive de.nition, using the notations
introduced in Section 2.
Denition 2. The path reversal transition system is the pair (A; ) where the transition
relation ⊆A×A is inductively de.ned by
(t; t′) ∈  ⇔ (t = t′) ∨ (∃u ∈ c(t):(u; t′ − (t − u)) ∈ ): (5)
The basic case of trees with a single node is naturally included in (5), corresponding
to c(t)= ∅. Fig. 2 illustrates this de.nition of relation  with u′= t′ − (t − u). At this
convenient level of abstraction, tree sizes, node labels or reversing node label are not
required. The reader can easily check that this relation really does correspond to the
path reversal algorithm as de.ned in [8] and illustrated by Fig. 1.
The following lemma may also be used as a de.nition for relation .
Lemma 3. The transition relation  in the path reversal transition system (A; ) is
characterized by
(t; t′) ∈  ⇔ (t = t′) ∨ (∃w ∈ c(t′):∃u ∈ A:(u; t′ − w) ∈  ∧ t = u=w): (6)
This lemma is a simple rewriting of the de.nition and can be used as a de.nition
for the inverse relation −1 de.ned by
(t; t′) ∈  ⇔ (t′; t) ∈ −1
and representing one algorithmic step backward from state t′ to state t.
4. Algorithm stochastic form
The path reversal algorithm can be seen as a stochastic process when a probability
to become the root through one algorithmic step is assigned to each tree node. This
transition probability can be de.ned in the following way.
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4.1. Transition probability
Let p=(pi)i¿1 be a discrete .nite measure called the node measure. All the pi are
zero, except a .nite number, whose indices form the support of p.
The transition probability is the .xed probability
pi∑
i∈t pi
assigned to each tree node i in a tree t to become the root through a single application
of the path reversal algorithm on t.
The total measure p(L) of a set label L is de.ned as
p(L) =
∑
i∈L
pi
and the total weight p(t) of a tree t in A(L) is de.ned by p(t)=p(L).
It is not assumed that the total weight p(t) is 1 in order to obtain inductive proofs
(over subtrees of t). Many results that follow are stated by induction over label sets
and a property stated only for L such that p(L)= 1 could not be inductively derived
from the same property assumed for some strict subsets S of L, since p(S)= 1 does
not generally hold.
For computational reasons, pi will often be treated as symbols, on which the arith-
metical operations (+, −, ×, =) hold, i.e. computations are performed in the .eld Q(p)
of rational functions with indeterminates in p and coe8cients in the set Q of rational
numbers.
4.2. Markov chain
The stochastic behavior of the algorithm is completely de.ned by the current state
(a given tree) and by the probability distribution p for a transition to the next state
(a resulting tree). This de.nes a discrete Markov process with the number of steps
from initial state as time clock. This paper limits the study to the case of .xed tran-
sition probabilities over time. Then, this Markov process becomes a Markov chain
which is .nite for each .xed number n of nodes. The .rst properties of this Markov
chain are given in the following subsections. The main results are then obtained by a
computational analysis of its asymptotic behavior and are grouped in Section 5.
4.2.1. Transition matrix
For every node transition measure p the transition matrix Mp of the stochastic path
reversal algorithm is the restriction to non zero rows and columns of the following
in.nite matrix de.ned for every t and t′ in A by
(M)t;t′ =
pr(t′)
p(t)
⇔ (t; t′) ∈ : (7)
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4.2.2. Communicating classes of states
The strong connectivity of the state graph de.ned by the transition system (A; )
was informally proved in [6]. In terms of Markov theory (see for instance [7] for a
general overview), this means that the stochastic path reversal algorithm has a single
recurrent communicating class, and is therefore said to be irreducible.
Moreover, the stochastic PRA is aperiodic, meaning that any state t veri.es (Mpk)t; t
¿0 for every su8ciently large k. The diagonal element (Mpk)t; t of the kth power of
the matrix Mp is the transition probability from t to t in k steps and is obviously
positive, since (Mp)t; t ¿ 0.
5. Asymptotic study
As a .nite irreductible and aperiodic Markov chain, the stochastic PRA converges to
an equilibrium. This means that the empirical frequencies of its states (which are indeed
trees) tend to a value independent of time and of the initial state, when the number of
reversals tends to ∞, forming the so-called steady state or stationary distribution.
In this section, the asymptotic behavior of the iterated PRA is investigated. Using the
general result that the stationary distribution is also the unique invariant distribution (for
a proof, see [7, p. 41]), an exact closed formula can be stated and demonstrated for
the asymptotic probability (t) for the system to be in the state de.ned by the tree t.
The computations proceed in two steps. The .rst states an invariant measure for the
PRA in Section 5.1. The second derives from it and gives the invariant distribution by
normalization in Section 5.2. The resulting stationary distribution  gives a complete
description of the algorithm behavior over the long-run. As an illustration, this vector
is used in Section 6 in a quantitative analysis of an average computational cost for the
stochastic PRA.
5.1. Invariant measure
For every transition measure p there is an inductive formula to compute an invariant
measure p for the PRA. Its support is obviously A(L), where L is the support of p
and p can therefore be extended to the in.nite set A with zero value for every tree
that is not in A(L).
This holds for all the functions introduced later: they all depend on a measure p
that will no longer appear as an explicit index. These functions are de.ned on A but
it is always implicit that their support is included in A(support(p)). As a special case,
p(u)= 0 is implicitly true when p(u)= 0 and the following de.nition just de.nes the
non-zero values of p= .
Denition 4. Let  denote the function inductively de.ned over the set A of labeled
rooted trees by
∀u ∈ A; (u) = 1
p(u)
∏
s∈c(u)
(s): (8)
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This inductive de.nition includes its base. For every i∈N − {0} considered as a
labeled rooted tree with a single node, c(i)= ∅ and therefore
(i) =
1
pi
: (9)
Let S and U be two disjoint label sets. The relation
∀s ∈ A(S); ∀u ∈ A(U ); (s=u) = p(u)
p(s) + p(u)
(s)(u) (10)
that uses the notations and the composition rule of Section 2 can easily be derived
from de.nition (8) of . This relation will be used many times in the forthcoming
computations.
Theorem 5. For every label set L and every transition measure p over L, the restric-
tion p of  to A(L) is an invariant measure for the stochastic path reversal algorithm
over L-labeled rooted trees.
Proof. It must be demonstrated that the linear algebra relation pMp= p, where p is
seen as a row vector over A(L) and Mp is the Markovian transition matrix de.ned by
(7). This relation
∀v ∈ A(L); p(v)(v) = pr(v)
∑
(t;v)∈
(t) (11)
is proven by induction over label sets ordered by inclusion.
For the basic case where L= {i} for some i∈N − {0}, A({i}) is reduced to the
unique rooted tree with a single node labeled by i and (11) is obviously true.
Now, for every label set L with two or more labels, using Lemma 3 with t= u=w
the right-hand side of (11) can be rewritten as
pr(v)(v) +
∑
w∈c(v)
∑
(u;v−w)∈
pr(v)(u=w): (12)
Then, applying (10) twice, .rst from left to right to decompose (u=w) and second
from right to left to recover (w), the following is obtained:
pr(v)(v) +
∑
w∈c(v)
p(w)
(w)
p(v)
pr(v)
∑
(u;v−w)∈
(u); (13)
since t= u=w and (t; v)∈  implies p(v)=p(t)=p(u=w)=p(u) + p(w). Now, using
the induction hypothesis of (11) applied to label set n(v−w), strictly included in n(v),
gives
pr(v)(v) +
∑
w∈c(v)
p(w)
(w)
p(v)
p(v− w)(v− w) (14)
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and (10) applied to recompose (v) .nally leads to
pr(v)(v) +
( ∑
w∈c(v)
p(w)
)
(v); (15)
which equals p(v)(v) by the de.nition of p(v), r(v) and c(v).
5.2. Stationary state distribution
The PRA algorithm converges to an equilibrium where each state has a .xed prob-
ability of visit. This stationary (state) distribution can simply be obtained from any
invariant measure by normalization, as is done in this section.
Theorem 6. For every label set L and for every transition distribution p over L, the
stationary state distribution p of the probabilistic path reversal algorithm over A(L)
is the restriction to A(L) of the function  from A to Q(p) uniquely de<ned for every
u∈A with n+ 1 nodes (n¿0) by one of the three following equivalent equations:
(u) =
(u)
n!
∏
i∈u
pi; (16)
(u) =
pr(u)
n!p(u)
∏
s∈c(u)
(s); (17)
(u) =
1
n!
∏
t⊆u p(t)
∏
i∈u
pi: (18)
It must be recalled that i∈ u means that i is a node in the tree u, that s∈ c(u) means
that s is a subtree of the root of u and that t⊆ u means that t is any subtree of u. The
last formula (18) is not inductive and is, indeed, the announced closed formula for the
asymptotic probability of visit of each state.
Proof. The stationary state distribution p of the probabilistic path reversal algorithm
over A(L) is simply obtained from the invariant measure p by division by
∑
v∈A(L) (v),
which will be shown to satisfy
∑
v∈A(L)
(v) =
(|L| − 1)!∏
i∈L pi
: (19)
with L=support(p). The detailed proof, somewhat technical, is reported at the end of
this article. It leads to (16) in Theorem 6 and formulae (17) and (18) then follow
from Theorem 5.
6. Performance analysis
There are numerous indicators of performance for the path reversal algorithm, some-
times depending on the applicative context. The present study just concentrates on one
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indicator, namely the average-case computational complexity, since it can be used in
many applications, as will be seen in Section 6.5.
The computational cost of a single path reversal step (see Fig. 1) is estimated by
the number of redirected edges when the node xk becomes the root. It can be noted
that this cost always equals the height h(xk ; t) of node xk in t, where the height
of the root is zero and the height of any other node is one plus the height of its
father.
Then, for every label set L, the average cost when leaving a tree t in A(L) is simply
M (t) =
∑
i∈L
pih(i; t);
where pi is the probability that node i becomes the root. Finally, in the stationarity con-
text where the steady-state probability distribution is , the average-case computational
complexity CL can be obtained by
CL =
∑
t∈A(L)
(t)M (t):
The Markov chain satis.es all the required conditions that give existence to this asymp-
totical complexity, as the limit of an average complexity after m steps, when m tends
to ∞. In particular, the connexity in the state space implies that this limit does not
depend on the initial tree.
6.1. The cost distribution
The average-case complexity CL of path reversal over L-labeled trees can also be
seen as the .rst moment of the random variable XL that counts the height of the
reversing node, when the path reversal follows its asymptotic behavior. More formally,
CL =
∑
k¿0
k"k;L; (20)
where "k;L=Pr(XL= k) is the probability that a node of height k becomes the root
through a single path reversal step.
This section aims to establish this discrete probability distribution of XL, called
the cost distribution. This distribution is .nite, since it is obviously zero for heights
exceeding the number of tree nodes. For k¿|L|, "k;L=0.
Otherwise, the probability "k;L can be made explicit by a double enumeration over
trees in A(L) and over nodes in these trees. It is the total probability that the system
leaves a tree t housing a node i at height k to form a tree t′ where i is the root. In
its turn, this event independently means that the system is in state t (which is veri.ed
with probability (t)) and that the node chosen is i (which is veri.ed with probability
pi=p(L)). These considerations lead to
"k;L =
∑
t∈A(L)
∑
i∈t
h(i;t)=k
pi
p(L)
(t) (21)
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or equivalently to
"k;L =
∑
i∈L
pi
p(L)
∑
t∈A(L)
h(i;t)=k
(t): (22)
The useful properties of "0; L are summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 7. The asymptotic probability "0; L that one step of the stochastic path re-
versal algorithm has no e=ect is
"0;L =
∑
i∈L pi
2
p(L)2
: (23)
This probability reaches its minimum 1=|L| in the equiprobabilistic case, when p1
= · · · =p|L|=1=|L|. In the general case,
"0;L ¿
1
|L| : (24)
Proof. For every label i in L, the condition h(i; t)= 0 is equivalent to r(t)= i and it
can be derived from Lemma 11 (or from the meaning of stationarity) that the total
probability to .nd i at the root of the current tree-state is pi=p(L), which leads to
Eq. (23). The equiprobabilistic case is a simple application and the lower bound in
the general case comes from the development of
∑
i∈L pi
2 and from the well known
inequality 2pipj6pi2 + pj2 when 06pi; pj61.
6.2. A recurrence formula
Now, for k¿1, there is a recurrence relation between "k;L and "k−1; S (with S ⊂L).
The key is to decompose any tree t in A(L) into two smaller ones and introduce the
following inductive de.nition of the stationarity distribution 
(s=u) =
(|S| − 1)!(|U | − 1)!
(|S|+ |U | − 1)!
p(U )
p(S) + p(U )
(s)(u); (25)
that is derived from (10) and (16), for every s in A(S) and every u in A(U ).
The argument to decompose any tree t ∈A(L) is quite similar to the one used in the
proof of Section 7, although even simpler. For every k =0 and for every label i in L,
h(i; t)= k implies that i is not the root of t, and so determines a unique direct subtree
s of t housing i as node label. This suggests a unique decomposition of t into s that
is in some A(S) and t − s that is in A(L − S), with the constraints S ⊂L, i∈ S and
L− S = ∅.
As h(i; s)= h(i; t)− 1 the following can be derived:
"k;L =
∑
i∈L
pi
p(L)
∑
{i}⊂S(L
∑
s∈A(S)
h(i;s)=k−1
∑
u∈A(L−S)
(s=u) (26)
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from (22). Injecting (25) leads after some calculations to
"k;L =
1
p(L)2
∑
∅(S(L
{ |L|
|S|
}
p(S)p(L− S)"k−1;S (27)
with {
k
q
}
=
(q− 1)!(k − q− 1)!
(k − 1)! ; (28)
which is the announced recurrence formula.
In the equiprobabilistic case where pi =1=|L| for all i∈L and for a label set L of
large size |L|= n, it can be shown that "k;L∼ n2k−1(log n)k .
6.3. Average-case complexity
From the knowledge of the cost distribution, a recursive de.nition can be derived
for the average-case complexity CL and its properties shown.
Lemma 8. For every transition measure p=(pi)i∈L, the average-case computational
complexity CL(p) of the stochastic path reversal over A(L) is inductively de<ned by
CL=0 if |L|=1 and
CL =
1
p(L)2
∑
∅(S(L
{ |L|
|S|
}
p(S)p(L− S)(CS + 1) (29)
if |L|¿2.
Proof. In the basic case where |L|=1 no computation is performed, since there is a
single execution state. Now, for two or more nodes, (29) merely follows from (20)
and (27).
6.4. A tight upper bound
This section gives a tight upper bound for the average-case complexity in the fol-
lowing theorem, where
Hn =
∑
16k6n
1
k
denotes the nth harmonic number.
Theorem 9. The average-case computational complexity Cn(p) of a stochastic path
reversal based on the transition distribution p=(pi)16i6n satis<es
Cn(p)6 Hn − 1 (30)
and the inequality in (30) is an equality in the equiprobabilistic case where p1 = · · · =
pn=1=n.
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Proof. The extension
CL(p)6 H|L| − 1 (31)
of (30) to any label set L and any node measure p (it is no longer assumed that
p(L)= 1) in proven with the induction hypothesis
∀S; ∅ ( S ( L⇒ CS 6 H|S| − 1 (32)
where CS is the average-case computational complexity of the stochastic path reversal
performed over A(S) for any transition measure.
As usual, the proof is performed by induction over label sets ordered by inclusion.
For the basic case where |L|= n=1, it has been seen that CL=Cn=0 and so veri.es
(30). Otherwise, for any label set L with two or more labels, the induction hypothesis
(32) can be injected into the recursive de.nition (29) to obtain
CL 6
1
p(L)2
|L|−1∑
s=1
{ |L|
s
}
Hs
∑
S⊂L
|S|=s
p(S)p(L− S): (33)
For any distinct labels i and j in L, the term pipj appears in∑
S⊂L
|S|=s
p(S)p(L− S)
for each subset S with |S|= s, i∈ S and j∈L − S, or j∈ S and i∈L − S. There are
exactly( |L| − 2
s− 1
)
=
(|L| − 2)!
(s− 1)!(|L| − s− 1)!
such sets, so that
∑
S⊂L
|S|=s
p(S)p(L− S) =
( |L| − 2
s− 1
)(
p(L)2 −∑
i∈L
pi2
)
(34)
and
CL 6
1
|L| − 1
(
1−
∑
i∈L pi
2
p(L)2
) |L|−1∑
s=1
Hs: (35)
Now, the upper bound (24) for "0; L=
∑
i∈L p
2
i =p(L)
2 and the classical formula
n−1∑
s=0
Hs = n(Hn − 1)
for harmonic numbers give CL(p)6H|L| − 1 and end the proof.
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6.5. Back to the applications
The average-case complexity bounded in Section 6.4 has a meaningful interpretation
in each application of path reversal described in the introduction. This section gives
this interpretation for the context of distributed mutual exclusion.
The Naimi–TrLehel algorithm [10] maintains a dynamic logical rooted tree structure
to perform mutual exclusion between n network nodes (see Fig. 1). The root x1 of
the tree is the node that holds the exclusive privilege to use the critical resource. Any
other node xk that needs this resource sends a requesting message to its parent in the
tree. Any intermediate node xk−1; : : : ; x2 on the path to the root forwards the requesting
message to its own parent and makes its new parent point to the requester xk . When
the request reaches the root x1, this node .nishes using the resource, sends a privilege
message to xk and sets its new parent as xk . The whole result is a new tree where xk
is the root and holds the privilege.
Under the non-concurrent hypothesis that no other request is emitted during the
complete transit of messages, the algorithm is exactly a path reversal over the logical
tree structure. A good measure for its complexity in time is the average number of
messages sent by request. Let ML be its asymptotic value when L is the set of node
labels.
The number of messages needed for one request is zero if the requirer is already
the root, and one plus the number of moved edges otherwise, due to the additional
transfer of privilege. With the notations of Section 6,
ML =
∑
k¿1
(k + 1)"k;L (36)
and ML is simply related to CL by
ML = CL + 1− "0;L: (37)
Now, Theorem 9 and its proof have two direct consequences for the asymptotic average
number of messages per request.
The .rst, due to (24) and (30), is that, whatever the probabilities of transition are,
the asymptotic average number of messages Mn of Naimi–TrLehel algorithm between n
nodes veri.es
Mn 6 Hn−1; (38)
which was a conjecture only proved up to n=3 in [9].
The second consequence is a more accurate upper bound depending on the transition
distribution p, and more precisely on its variance %(p) de.ned by
%(p) =
1
|L|
∑
i∈L
(
pi
p(L)
)2
−
(
1
|L|
∑
i∈L
pi
p(L)
)2
; (39)
where L=support(p). The variance is an estimator of the diEerence between values
of the transition probabilities pi=p(L). In eq. (35), that has been proved for |L|¿2,
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can be used to obtain
ML 6 H|L|−1
(
1− %(p) |L|
2
|L| − 1
)
; (40)
which is the second conjecture of [9] that was empirically deducted by simulation. This
upper bound suggests that the average number of messages per request could be much
lower than H|L|−1 when nodes require the shared resource at very diEerent frequencies.
This bound con.rms the intuitive idea that the most frequent requesters tend to stay
near the root of the logical tree and then request at low cost.
7. Detailed proof
This section provides a structured and detailed proof of Theorem 6. It starts with a
deterministic decomposition of labeled rooted trees and continues with an intermediate
summation lemma, which is then proven by induction. The proof of (19) simply appears
as a corollary of the summation lemma.
7.1. A decomposition of labeled rooted trees
Let L be a label set and let i∈L be a node label. In the set L, it is always possible
to associate to i a uniquely de.ned companion i′ with i′ = i. For instance, .x a circular
permutation & over L and choose i′= &(i). In all that follows, i′ denotes this node label
which is uniquely associated with i.
Let A(L; i) denote the set
A(L; i) = {t ∈ A(L): r(t) = i}
of labeled rooted trees with the root labeled by i.
Any tree t in A(L; i) owns a unique direct subtree st with the companion i′ of
the root label r(t)= i of t among its node labels. This remark suggests the following
decomposition lemma, where
∑
denotes disjoint set union and ↔ a bijection between
sets.
Lemma 10. For every label set L,
A(L)↔ ∑
i∈L
A(L; i) (41)
and
A(L; i)↔ ∑
{i′}⊂S⊂L−{i}
A(S)× A(L− S; i): (42)
Proof. Every tree t in A(L) is in the unique set A(L; i) such that i= r(t) and can
therefore be uniquely decomposed into (and recomposed from) the two labeled rooted
trees st and t − st .
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Now, st has a set S of node labels including i′ but excluding i, which is the root
label of t − st . The node labels in t − st are obviously the labels in L, but not in S.
The recomposition is unique, since it just adds an S labeled rooted tree to the set of
direct subtrees of some L− S labeled and i rooted tree.
It can be noted in passing that (42) gives a combinatorial explanation of the elegant
combinatorial distribution
nn−2 =
n−1∑
k=1
(
n− 2
k − 1
)
kk−1(n− k)n−k−2 (43)
of the number nn−2 of (unrooted) labeled trees with n nodes counted by Cayley [2].
7.2. A summation lemma
Lemma 11. For every label set L and for every label i in L, the formula
∑
t∈A(L;i)
(t) =
(|L| − 1)!
p(L)
∏
j∈L;j =i pj
(44)
is a closed form for the total weight of measure  over trees with root i and node
labels in L.
With this lemma it is easy to prove the following corollary, which in turn constitutes
a proof of (19) for Theorem 6.
Corollary 12. For every label set L, the formula
∑
t∈A(L)
(t) =
(|L| − 1)!∏
j∈L pj
(45)
is a closed form for the total weight of measure  over trees with node labels in L.
Proof. The corollary immediately follows from Lemma 11 and (41).
7.3. Inductive proof of Lemma 11
The proof of Lemma 11 proceeds by induction on label sets ordered by inclusion.
Proof. For the basic case where L= {i} for some i∈N − {0}, A({i}) is reduced to
the unique rooted tree with a single node labeled by i and (44) immediately follows
from (9).
Now, for every label set L with two or more labels, (42) in Lemma 10 and the
relation (10) are used to decompose the total weight
∑
t∈A(L; i) (t) of  over A(L; i)
trees in ∑
{i′}⊂S⊂L−{i}
∑
s∈A(S)
∑
u∈A(L−S;i)
p(L− S)
p(L)
(s)(u): (46)
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Then, factorization leads to
1
p(L)
∑
{i′}⊂S⊂L−{i}
( ∑
s∈A(S)
(s)
)
p(L− S)
( ∑
u∈A(L−S;i)
(u)
)
; (47)
where the .rst parenthesized sum is the left-hand side of (45) in Corollary 12 and the
second parenthesized sum is the left-hand side of (44) in Lemma 11. By induction
hypothesis, these sums, applied to strict subsets of L, can be replaced by their closed
form to provide
1
p(L)
∑
{i′}⊂S⊂L−{i}
(|S| − 1)!∏
j∈S pj
(|L− S| − 1)!∏
j∈L−S;j =i pj
(48)
and the expected result (44) follows after some calculations.
8. Conclusion
In this paper, a performance analysis has been carried out for time complexity of
path reversal, a common operation on tree structures. This analysis is neither based on
simulation nor on approximation, but on exact computations. These computations have
been successfully treated in a general way, since they hold for any tree size and for
any stochastic evolution.
After recalling why the algorithm has a stationary asymptotic behavior, new formulae
are given to compute the stationary state distribution that fully determines this behavior.
These inductive or direct formulae on the transition probabilities are all computable in
time proportional to the tree size. The other new results are an inductive de.nition
for the cost distribution by node height and a tight upper bound for the average time
complexity.
From an applicative point of view, these results show their accuracy by solving
two conjectures concerning the average number of messages in a distributed mutual
exclusion algorithm based on path reversal.
This paper also shows that a proper induction over non planar trees can give access
to accurate quantitative performance results for path reversal or similar algorithms.
For this question as well as for others, an additional structure like ordering in the
node children is not required, formal power series could surely help but are not really
needed and all the computations can be kept readable without skipping fundamental
steps. Moreover, it has been shown that the indeterminism hidden behind the choice of
one arbitrary subtree in a non planar tree does not prevent the derivation of inductive
proofs and sometimes even simpli.es them. The aims of remaining close to the original
problem and providing reader friendly notations have been achieved.
The same non classical approach and notations could also be applied to other algo-
rithms over tree data structures, when they are enriched by randomized input.
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